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ABSTRACT
The website fetcher is a multithreaded windows application that downloads and stores webpage’s URI. For a web search
engine roughly a crawler starts off by placing an initial set of URL's. So, in a queue where all URL's to be retrieved are kept
and prioritized. From this queue, the crawler gets a URL, downloads the page, extracts any URL's in the downloaded page,
and puts the new URL's in the page. This application is similar to Googlebot, Google's crawler. This project can be used in
search engines where there is a need of collecting all the URL’s based on a query and indexing them on priority. The
system is developed in.Net Framework and is successfully tested for the test cases generated to check the effectiveness of
the system.
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INTRODUCTION
“URL Tracker” aims to develop a user interface which brings the information about a particular given website.
This is a multithreaded windows application that downloads and stores Uniform Resource Identifiers of typical
website. This application has got its use as a backend processing component for a search engine. The results
gathered by the Website Fetcher will be given to the indexer which indexes page data so that the search query
gives the results faster. The proposed project once implemented can connect to the websites and download data
which once indexed can be given to the search engine.

Some of the problems with the existing system are

 As the size of the web grows, it becomes more difficult to retrieve the whole or significant portion of the
web information using a single process.

 Downloading rate is minimized and downloading time is maximized due the above reason.

 Storage of static pages is not usually seen in any of the search engines.

 Error pages when encountered are not stored separately.

THE PROPOSED FETCHER

Fig 1: System architecture
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The Url Tracker is a multithreaded windows application that downloads and stores Web pages Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI’s), for a Web search engine. Roughly, a crawler starts off by placing an initial set of
URLs, so, in a queue, where all URLs to be retrieved are kept and prioritized. From this queue, the crawler gets
a URL (in some order), downloads the page, extracts any URLs in the downloaded page, and puts the new URLs
in the queue. This process is repeated until the crawler decides to stop. Collected pages are later used for other
applications, such as a web search engine or a web cache. As the size of the Web grows, it becomes more
difficult to retrieve the whole or a significant portion of the Web using a single process. Therefore, many search
engines often run multiple processes in parallel to perform the above task, so that download rate is maximized.
We refer to this type of fetcher as a parallel crawler. This type of applications is often used in search engines
where there is a need of collecting all the URL’s based on a query and indexing them on priority.
Types of web crawlers or bots: As shown in table 1 bots and botnets are commonly associated with
cybercriminals stealing data, identities, credit card numbers and worse. But bots can also serve good purposes.
Separating good bots from bad can also make a big difference in how you protect the company’s website and
ensure that that our site gets the internet traffic it deserves. Most good bots are essentially crawlers sent out from
the world’s biggest web sites to index content for their search engines and social media platforms. They bring
you more business shutting them down as part of strategy to block bad bots is a losing strategy.

Table 1: Different types of web crawlers or bots

Configuration modules
Mime types
In this will set all kinds of data we need to extract from the particular URI like whether we need storing data,
Boolean data and images information or not.

Fig 2: Overview of the system
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Output settings
In this we mention the output folder name where we need to store the content about the website fetched.

Fig 1 : Mime types

Advanced settings
These are the settings made by the user in order to restrict some kind of website like with domain name as .NET,
.AC, .IN .

Multithreaded Downloader
Here the multi threaded downloader is responsible for starting threads and obtaining the information about the
website being fetched. So the multi threaded downloader starts threads and it pushes all URI’s one queue. Each
and every thread is starts with one Uri in the queue. After completion it just jumps to the next URI’s in the
queue. In this module one folder creates in the user desired path and the files created with the URI names having
the static information.
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